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Editorial

Artelia demonstrates
its resilience and
prepares for the future

Claude Imauven

Benoît Clocheret

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The Covid-19 pandemic has
changed the world. How has
Artelia Group adapted to this
major event?
Claude Imauven - Artelia demonstrated
enormous resilience in a global
situation deeply impacted by the public
health crisis. Despite concerns about
the pandemic, constraints imposed
by lockdowns and a global economic
slowdown, the Group also demonstrated
remarkable adaptability. While making
the health of our staff members a top
priority, we managed to maintain all our
activities for our customers in the forty
countries where we operate.
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Benoît Clocheret - We have undeniably fought
back against the pandemic. I think we even made
progress in 2020. We owe that progress firstly
to the flexibility, commitment, and creativity
of our people, who collectively overcame
difficulties and sometimes even used them as
transformation drivers. We also owe it to the
Group’s multidisciplinary approach and strong
international presence that made it possible for us
to benefit from markets that were relatively spared
by the pandemic, such as Denmark and Vietnam,
two important countries for Artelia. Our digital
infrastructure, in which we have been continuously
investing for years, has also proven crucial in
continuing study and design activities remotely. Our
turnover amounted to €637 million, a contraction of
only 6.5% on the previous year. Our operating profit
totalled €23.5 million, a very concrete reflection of
Artelia’s resilience during this exceptional year.

What should we remember from this
unusual year in terms of activity and
projects?
CI - The crisis clearly prompted genuine questions
about the future of our society all over the world.
The temporary or permanent reduction in travel,
wholesale use of home working, the need to
incorporate the pandemic risk in all areas where
the public can go, a rapid increase in soft modes
of transport are prompting serious considerations
about our future development requirements in both
office buildings and transport infrastructure. The
pandemic has also highlighted vulnerabilities in our
society, for example in the healthcare sector. It has
bolstered our idea of putting adapting to climate
change at the top of our priorities. There was a real
shift in this regard in 2020.
BC - It is our role as a consulting, engineering and
project management company to create tangible
and innovative solutions to meet these challenges.
To give an example, Artelia mobilized in France,
Italy and the United Kingdom to help better manage
the pandemic in healthcare facilities. The Group
steers decarbonized energy production projects
(hydroelectric dams, solar farms and wind farms,
etc.) in Africa, Asia and Central America. In France
we studied the use of hydrogen on islands and
helped the Pays de la Loire regional authorities set
up their own group of climate change experts. We
helped Armenia to develop risk mapping tools that
can be transposed to other European countries.
Our construction, mobility, and industry specialists
have stepped up their effort to create increasingly
efficient, safe and enjoyable developments. One
example is the design of the Climate Change
Laboratory intended to enhance research in
sustainable technologies in Denmark. There is also
the construction of the Origine complex boasting
exemplary environmental performance in Paris La
Défense, the creation of a completely automated
test bench for sensor supplier Auxitrol, the laying
of the first tracks of the Grand Paris Express metro
system and the launch of the Grand Parc Garonne
project, which is designed to make the best out of
the city, the river and the environment.

You say you did more than resist in 2020;
you made progress. So: what noteworthy
achievements can you point to globally in
terms of expansion and performance?
BC - There were four fine external growth operations
completed. The acquisition of Austin Newport,
which specialises in renovating historic buildings,
strengthened our position in the United Kingdom.
The acquisition of a majority stake in Principia and

the purchase of Dr.techn. Olav Olsen, operating
out of France and Norway respectively, reinforced
our expertise in maritime engineering, offshore
structures and nuclear. SDZ ProcessRéa provides
the Group with valuable know-how in automated
building logistics, demand for which has grown
strongly with the surge in e-commerce.
CI - Clearly, performance is certainly measured
by economic results, but true performance is far
more global. Specifically, Artelia was awarded
“Advanced” status in the Global Compact France,
the highest level of reporting given to only a
hundred companies out of the organization’s 1,300
members, and which had not been awarded to any
engineering firm to date. This is a great recognition
of our contribution to the seventeen United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals. Similarly, Artelia
Foundation deployed a significant emergency fund
in which a dozen of our subsidiaries were involved
in 2020. This is further proof of our overall approach
to performance.

There was also a lot of talk about the
future in 2020 with the development of
the Horizon 2025 strategy plan. What
are the main highlights?
CI - It was indeed a busy year for thinking about the
Group’s future. We set out twelve quantified CSR
targets for 2025. Together we redefined our mission
statement, “Designing solutions for a positive life,”
and reformulated our five cardinal values. We also
developed the Group’s new strategy called “Horizon
2025”, a major group effort carried out over several
months. At the same time, we commemorated both
the tenth anniversary of Artelia and its 100-year
heritage with the publication of a book tracing
its history. 2020 will thus have been a year of
resolutely looking forward.
BC - This strategic reflection led us to clearly
express the Group’s aspirations: increase our
international presence (with the right mix of
ambition and control), bolster our extensive
multidisciplinary approach and make full use of
the potential of digital to transform our business.
To achieve this, we must stay true to our “human
compass,” which is our aspiration to be useful to
the world and to people, to remain a group where
human values are at the heart of actions and
decisions, to become a bit more inclusive every day.
We want to provide our teams with an attractive
work environment, a key challenge, and of course
reaffirm our commitment to broad share ownership
by managers and staff which lies at the foundation
of our Group. And here we are, working together on
all these issues.
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10 years of Artelia,
100 years of experience

THEC joins Coteba

2006

Independence of Coteba
(previously a Nexity subsidiary)

2003

Independence of Sogreah
(from Alcatel group)

1998

Today, our Group brings together the expertise
of five major engineering firms, each with a
long and fascinating history.

Sogelerg joins the Thales
group and becomes THEC
Independence of Auxitec

1994

1992

Austin Newport, Principia, Dr.techn. Olav Olsen
and SDZ ProcessRea join Artelia Group

2020

6,100
staff members

MOE merges with Brodsgaard

Merger of
Sogelerg and Sogreah

1976

Sogei joins Cegelerg
to establish Sogelerg

1969

Auxitec established

1964

2019

MOE joins Artelia Group
5,900 staff members
2018 revenue (Artelia and MOE combined): €623 M

2017

Coteba established
within Générale des Eaux group

1961

Auxitec Ingénierie joins Artelia
4,900 staff members
2016 turnover (Artelia and Auxitec combined): €520 M

Sogreah established
initially as LDH

Birth of Artelia

1955

1930

MOE established

2010
The result of merging Coteba and Sogreah
Co-chaired by Alain Bentéjac and Jacques Gaillard
2,500 staff members - Revenue: €250 M

Laboratoire Dauphinois
d’Hydraulique (LDH) established
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Sige established, becoming Sogei in 1945

1923

1920
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Commit to civic and humanitarian causes
OUR TARGETS

Progress

OUR COMMITMENTS

CSR commitments

• Promote social, economic and environmental

initiatives, in particular by supporting the actions of
Artelia Foundation.
• Pursue a responsible purchasing policy by

encouraging our suppliers and subcontractors to
commit themselves to socially and environmentally
sound practices.

• Aim to invest an amount equivalent to at
least 3% of the Group’s operating income
in the Foundation each year
• Require 100% of our business partners
to comply with the terms of a responsible
procurement charter

Our objectives for 2025
In signing up to the Global Compact in 2018, Artelia made a firm commitment to
contribute to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. This is why we set
ambitious objectives for 2025 for each of the four pillars of our CSR policy.

Develop our human capital

These objectives help us move towards more efficient and responsible practice
each day and also reflect the Group’s mission statement: designing solutions for a
positive life.
These issues have the full support of the highest levels in the Group. The CSR
director steers the Group’s policy in this fields, reporting directly to the executive
chairman. The CSR committee guides the board of directors in its actions, working
jointly with the CSR director, and assesses our progress towards achieving
our objectives on an annual basis. The committee also addresses any specific
situations.

OUR TARGETS
OUR COMMITMENTS
• Guarantee working conditions that protect the safety
and well-being of our employees.
• Promote diversity and multiculturalism in all their
forms within the Group.
• Support our employees by providing skills
development opportunities.
• Encourage dialogue within the company and involve
staff and management representatives in corporate
decision-making.

Protect our environment

• Achieve a workplace accident frequency rate of less
than 3
• Increase the proportion of female project
managers to 30%
• Enable 100% of our employees to access
skills development opportunities each year
• Obtain 90% favourable opinions during
mandatory consultation procedures

OUR TARGETS
OUR COMMITMENTS
• Promote systematic measures to
enhance environmental performance
in our design and work site supervision
assignments.
• Consider the CSR impact of our clients’
projects by means of a social, ethical and
environmental assessment grid.
• Preserve natural resources and support
the circular economy by rolling out ecoresponsible practices at all our sites.
• Contribute to the fight against climate
change and work towards net zero
carbon by reducing and offsetting our
greenhouse gas emissions.
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• Train 100% of our project managers in ecodesign and environmental issues on work sites
• Submit 100% of our commercial proposals for

Combine independence and value sharing

design and works supervision assignments to an
assessment using our CSR grid
• Work towards zero single- use plastics and
recover 100% of the paper and electronic waste
produced at our sites
• Reduce the group’s carbon footprint by 50% in
comparison with 2020 (in t CO2e per person)

OUR COMMITMENTS
• Guarantee that control of the company remains in
the hands of its management, promote employee
shareholding on a broad level and encourage
regular renewal in this regard, in order to uphold our
independence.
• Share the value created by the Group with all its
employees (through individual and collective bonuses).

OUR TARGETS
• Increase the proportion of employee
shareholders to 50% with 50% aged
under 40
• Share at least 50% of the Group’s
operating income with the workforce
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Progress

New arrivals
in Artelia Group
Dr.techn. Olav Olsen
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Austin Newport

Principia

Dr.techn. Olav Olsen AS

SDZ ProcessRéa

Quantity Surveying and historical
building renovation

Marine, offshore and nuclear
engineering

Complex structures and marine
technologies

Intensive and automated logistics
facilities

Established in 1986, Austin Newport has
expanded by carrying out large-scale
restoration, renovation and development
projects for iconic buildings in the United
Kingdom including the Tower of London and
Hampton Court. Located in Birmingham,
the company has a staff of 25 and offers
chartered quantity surveying, management
contracting and insurance recovery services.

Artelia acquired a majority stake in the engineering
firm Principia alongside the UAE-based National
Petroleum Construction Company (NPCC). This
strategic acquisition specifically addresses current
industrial challenges in developing renewable
offshore energy. With 100 staff members, Principia
is one of the few engineering companies to boast
advanced expertise in modelling, design and
sizing of fixed and floating offshore structures.

Established in 1962, Dr.techn. Olav Olsen is a Norwegian
structural and marine engineering company with toptier expertise in the field of complex concrete and steel
structures (industrial infrastructure, marine and offshore
facilities, bridges and buildings).

Austin Newport has been involved in over
a thousand complex historic building
projects in the past 30 years. It was recently
commissioned to work on landmark projects
such as St Barts Hospital, Blenheim Palace
and Westminster Palace. With this acquisition
Artelia can bolster its presence in the
UK and its “heritage” offering in historic
buildings while giving the company the
opportunity to accelerate its development.

Complementing Artelia expertise, this
specific know-how ensures a strong
reputation within the oil and gas, nuclear, renewable
energy, and naval engineering industries. Principia
is developing regular research and innovation
activity for its main industrial customers in order
to provide solutions to increase their economic
and technological competitiveness. Present in La
Ciotat and Nantes in France, Principia also has
subsidiaries in Malaysia and Australia.

The growth of e-commerce is increasing the need
for reliable, safe and efficient industrial buildings
dedicated to logistics. To address this development,
Artelia acquired SDZ ProcessRéa, the leader
in automated logistics systems engineering in
France. With some twenty engineers specialising
in intralogistics (complex logistics in buildings), the
company provides consultancy, studies, contracting
and project management services for optimising
the internal movements in reception, storage and
shipment of goods.

Austin Newport

Principia

The company has 110 employees, over 95% of whom are
engineers. The company is located at Lysaker, outside Oslo,
and has a regional office in Trondheim. In addition, the
company has a broad international footprint with regards
to clients and projects. Driven by a strong innovation
culture, Dr.techn. Olav Olsen allocates over 6% of its
revenue to R&D and holds 12 patents. As the world’s
energy needs increase, Dr.techn. Olav Olsen is leveraging
its expertise to develop innovative solutions for marine
renewable energy such as wind and wave energy, while
the company is a front-runner when it comes to floating
offshore wind technologies. The acquisition of Dr.techn.
Olav Olsen is fully in line with Artelia’s development
strategy, which aims to become a major player in the
energy transition and a leader in European engineering.

SDZ ProcessRéa

In recent years, SDZ ProcessRéa has built over 600
logistics facilities worldwide, including Socamaine’s
high-rise automated, multi-temperature warehouse
for E. Leclerc. This regional purchasing centre
in the Sarthe department features a 5,000 sq.m.
storage tower that is 42 m tall, including a palleting
system with ten anthropomorphic robots equipped
with optronic control, each of which can process
800 parcels/hour.
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Our Business boosters
continue to structure
Our Business boosters are continuing their deployment to
unite the Group’s multidisciplinary and international expertise
around specific topics. They provide a forum for exchanging
and sharing experience to disseminate best practice and
collectively develop relevant and innovative solutions for
customers. In 2020, the business boosters focusing on nuclear
facilities and major infrastructure finalized their organization
and refined their service offerings.

10
Business
Boosters

Airports

Energy
Hospitality

Environment

Facilty & Asset Mgt

Nuclear facilities

Oil & Gas

Healthcare
Maritime

Structures
& Civil works

Artelia Nuclear facilities

Artelia Structures & Civil works

As a player in the energy transition, Artelia
assists its customers in implementing
balanced mixes that promote decarbonized
energy sources. Nuclear fission is one
of them, and fusion, which is still in the
experimental stage, could one day become
one. In parallel with the renewable and
intermittent energy sectors, our Group
has been involved for over 30 years in
various projects relating to the nuclear
sector on behalf of major industrial and
research organizations: ArianeGroup,
CEA, EDF, CERN, ITER Organization,
Naval Group, Orano, Technicatome…

experience and coordinates the Group’s
vital technical and regulatory expertise
for working on this type of extremely
demanding facility. Our teams are
particularly involved in the construction of
complex and hardened buildings and in the
creation of processing and waste treatment
units. They also design and implement highsecurity automated handling, lifting and
transfer systems, as well as complex multitechnology equipment used for material
research and next-generation power plants
(test rigs, prototypes, demonstrators,
diagnostic and remote handling systems).

In a spirit of transparency, independence
and accountability, the Artelia Nuclear
facilities Business Booster builds on this

Artelia Nuclear facilities also addresses the
industry’s high safety issues in studying,
modelling and analysing various risks.

Helping to build bridges, tunnels,
dams, dykes, offshore platforms,
high-rise buildings and other aerial
and underground works is the daily
life of over 1,200 engineers, project
managers and technicians in Artelia
Group. The Artelia Structures & Civil
Works business booster was set up
to mobilize this very wide range of
civil engineering skills and know-how
to serve customers more effectively.
The cross-fertilisation of these fields
of expertise makes it possible to
offer solutions for all types of work,
materials and calculations, as required
by new constructions, renovations,
repairs, repurposing and demolitions.

contemporary thinking and execution
in the area of creating and managing
works throughout their life cycle. Our
experts model the structural behaviour
of large dams, develop new maritimeprotection armouring techniques, and
design offshore structures that are
essential to the rise of renewable marine
energy. They also restructure towers
to adapt them to new environmental
requirements, inspect works via drone
and develop works methodologies
to reduce disruption in sensitive and
restrictive environments, etc. The cluster
also plays a key role in innovative
operations such as creating 3D printing
gateways and structural monitoring of
bridges instrumented in real time.

Artelia Structures & Civil Works has
a strategic position at the heart of
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Acquiring the means
to be more innovative
In a world where the knowledge-based economy is steadily
growing, Artelia, a company committed to technical excellence, is
stepping up its effort to innovate and has made this objective one
of the primary vectors of its Horizon 2025 strategy. That objective
has already taken concrete shape in the implementation of a new
organisation intended to amplify and enhance the value of R&D and
innovation activities on a Group scale.

From dynamic digital twin to storm
water management
Of the approximately 160 research and innovation
projects conducted in 2020, some subjects
stood out given the energy devoted to them. The
dynamic digital twin is one of these subjects
working towards our ambitions. An extension
of Building Information Modelling (BIM), this
digital twin of a building or structure faithfully
reflects its characteristics and successive
transformations, crystallizing many hopes for
the management of buildings throughout their
life cycle. Artelia has implemented over twenty
research projects in this topic, which opens
up multiple and complex modelling issues.
Nearly 200 staff members have also focused on
wide-ranging thinking about towns and cities
and specifically the idea of living in a lighter way.
An original project that led to the formulation of
different ideas and development concepts in a
book published in 2021 (see page 56). Our teams
also worked with the Bâtiment Énergie foundation

Laurent Vigneau
Director, Research & Innovation

Eight scientific
challenges to
be faced
The new organization is based on a steering
committee with approximately ten members, the
Cordia, that develops strategies and steers exchanges
and thinking within the Artelia Global Scientific
Network. The role of this network of 80 experts
is to select the scientific challenges on which the
Group aims to increase scientific development. The
aim is to bring more cross-functionality to existing
projects while still accompanying the drive of staff
members to promote research and innovation.
Eight challenges were identified in 2020. The ambition
is to acquire or reinforce a scientific creditability
on a global scale on these subjects in a few years.
This will be regularly updated to stay as close as
possible to society’s expectations and the needs of our
customers. These challenges include several research
projects that prompt thesis work and are conducted in
partnership with companies, institutes and universities.
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to publish guides to promote the circular economy
in the construction sector. Our teams steered
the “local context and extended material cycle”
research group and took part in works on the
key issues of reversibility and dismantling.
Other remarkable research projects focused
on developing fibre optic sensor monitoring
solutions to improve the safety of civil engineering
structures. A very fine exercise was also carried
out in the field of storm water management as
part of thesis work in conjunction with a French
public research institute INRAE. Artelia Group
was retained by the Grand Rheims conurbation
for its ability to bring studies and research
together to develop its storm water master plan.
Multiple research projects focused on resources
and the climate, data, life cycles and digital
services and on asset management.

Antoine Labrosse
Digital Director

8

scientific
challenges

Digital :
Artelia gains speed

• Data & artificial intelligence
• Low carbon hydrogen cycle
• Asset and Facility
Management
• Rivers and estuaries
• Energy and oceans
• Climate change and
sustainable cities
• Efficient and healthy
buildings
• Complex and innovative
structures

The digital transformation has brought about
remarkable changes in multiple sectors such
as finance, communications, entertainment
and travel, impacting both the structure and
operation of these sectors. Their business
models, competitive landscapes, the type and
quality of the services have been radically
updated. In contrast, changes have been
slower in engineering, project management
and consulting. While these professions have
assimilated and developed many digital practices
and tools, they have retained most of their
traditional organizational and operating modes.

pace. While continuing to deliver traditional digital
services, our teams are developing a platform
that will create a new “user experience” for
projects. In addition to carrying all the documents
and reference data of a project, the platform will
also serve as a gateway to a range of new digital
services developed by Artelia and its partners.
As part of these developments, we are investing
heavily in maintenance & operations, as digital
enables real-time control of asset operational
data to maximize performance and value for both
operational and facility management purposes.

Artelia believes deeply in the added value for
all stakeholders of a more extensive digital
transformation and has decided to pick up the
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Algeria
Tunisia

Morocco

Progress

Lebanon
Qatar

Libya

Mexico
Guadeloupe

Strengthen our
presence with
our customers

United Arab Emirates

Egypt

French Guyana

Oman
Saudi Arabia

India

Myanmar

Vietnam

Philippines

Thailand

Guinea

Cambodia
Ivory Coast

Malaysia

Rwanda

Singapore

Kenya

Indonesia
Mozambique
Mauritius
Reunion
Madagascar

Australia

In Europe
A stronger presence in
several European countries
Europe plays a key role in Artelia’s
expansion. Our Group continued to expand
its multinational presence in 2020, and
aims to rise to the top 10 of European
construction engineering firms.

Norway
Denmark
United Kingdom

France

Monaco

Portugal

Armenia
Spain
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the Netherlands
Germany
Belgium
Switzerland Czech Republic
Austria

Italy

Built around the Danish engineering
firm MOE, the Northern Europe hub
benefited from the acquisition of
Dr.techn. Olav Olsen, which enables it
to both assert its presence in Norway
and increase its expertise in complex
structures and marine technologies.
In incorporating Austin Newport, Artelia UK
has established itself in England’s second
city while consolidating its skills in quantity
surveying and historic building renovation.
Artelia Spain has also completed
its project to open a subsidiary in
Portugal. This new location in Lisbon
will enable us to offer better support
to our customers and accelerate the
expansion of our operations in Portugal.

Present in over

40 countries
Projects in over

100 countries

Around the world
Expansion continues in
West Africa
Our location in Côte d’Ivoire has lived up to
its potential over the last in five years. It has
become a dynamic multi-business subsidiary,
well established the region, which has carried
out several significant projects, such as the
study of coastal zones in Grand-Bassam,
hydroelectric development of the Cavally River,
participation in national energy planning and in
the development of the drinking water master
plan in Abidjan. A new step was taken in 2020
with the creation of an additional establishment
in Guinea where Artelia operates on a wide
range of projects in water, building, waste
management, port infrastructure, rehabilitation
of roads and electrical facilities. This new
location will help to sustain growth, which has
already begun, in this part of West Africa.

2,400

staff members
outside France

Redeployment has begun in the
Middle East
Artelia has been operating for over twenty
years in the Middle East in developing maritime
infrastructure, dams and drinking water projects
and has redeployed its activities in the region.
Keeping its locations in Oman, Dubai, and
Abu Dhabi, where it is working in particular
on the large Lower Zakum artificial Islands
project, the Group has undertaken to accelerate
growth in Egypt and Saudi Arabia, expanding
operations into transport and industry markets.

Rapid growth in Thailand
Established in 2016 to implement project
management assignments for Shell, our Thai
subsidiary has grown considerably in recent
years. It now provides this customer with a
comprehensive range of services covering the
entire life cycle of its service stations, from
design and construction to maintenance. Artelia
is working closely with Shell Thailand to develop
an innovative predictive maintenance system
using artificial intelligence. At the same time, our
subsidiary, which had more than 60 employees in
2020, expanded operations to include industry and
leisure sectors, working for Michelin and Club Med.
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Climate change resilience
The increasingly sensitive effects of climate change impact all
ecosystems as well as humans and their infrastructure. While some
actions are intended to mitigate the phenomenon, others focus on
improving our adaptability. It is this resilience that Artelia teams are
working on very concretely, integrating nature-based solutions in
their approach.

WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY

Birth of a regional IPCC
in Pays de la Loire
(France)
Climate change is real. It is observed and
measured on a global scale by the IPCC
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change) with very visible consequences
including on a local level: worsening
heatwaves and rising sea levels, etc.
Faced with this observation, the Pays de
la Loire region set up its own «regional
IPCC» in 2020, a group made up of
around twenty experts and scientists
from the Loire region whose mission is
to assess the local impacts of climate
change and to put forward proposals to
improve the resilience of the region.
Artelia supported the creation of this
body by identifying the regional players
working on the subject and drawing up
an inventory of the knowledge available
on the impacts of climate change, the
vulnerabilities and the associated
opportunities. Presented on 6 October
2020 at the inaugural session of the
Pays de la Loire IPCC, this study laid the
foundations for its future work.
Jean Lecroart
Consultant Project Manager
Upstream strategy and studies
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Climate change resilience

Helping towns, cities
and regions to adapt
Our experts continue to work with public policy-makers
to help countries, regions, and urban communities
prepare for the inevitable impact of climate change.

Protecting the African coastline (Togo-Benin)
Coastal erosion is a challenging reality for many
countries in Africa. In 2015 the World Bank launched the
WACA program to promote and contribute to financing
sustainable coastal management solutions in West Africa.
Joint technical feasibility studies have been launched
within the program for the coastal protection of the TogoBenin border segment. Artelia participated in the study
of the 48 km of coastline (using drone monitoring) and
set up the construction works tender documentation.

Mapping flood risks (Armenia)
Our SHER subsidiary is developing flood hazard mapping
methodology based on the study of the Aghstev River
basin, an area crossing the Armenian and Azerbaijani
borders. In partnership with Armenian experts, our teams
are engaged in the acquisition, processing and modelling
of hydrological, meteorological and topographic data to
develop a decision-making tool that not only meets local
expectations but can also be used for other basins. The
methodology should ultimately be integrated in flood risk
management plans supported by the European Union.

Collaborative research in coastal engineering
and marine biodiversity (France)
With rising ocean levels and the goal to preserve marine
biodiversity and coastal landscapes, coastal protection
structures are under strong pressure. Although vital despite
the search for “natural” solutions, they must now be more
stable and effective in the face of flooding risks, preserve
marine ecosystems and be acceptable to users. With this
three-fold concern in mind, two new artificial dyke protection
blocks, including the ACCROBERM™II created by Artelia,
will be studied as part of the Cherloc collaborative research
program. Co-financed by the European Union and the Normandy
region, this program brings together several researchers and
experts from public laboratories and private companies.
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Providing solutions on a local level
Artelia is involved in multiple operations to ensure protection against
flooding and submersion, preserving and restoring wetlands and
ecosystems at plot and even building level.

Reducing the flood risk and
restoring ecological continuity
(France)
Since 2018, Artelia has been offering its
design and study expertise to the ILL (Institut
Laue Langevin), an international centre
in neutron science and technology based
in Grenoble. In 2020 our teams oversaw
the work to lower the institute’s DRAC
threshold in order to reduce the risk of
flooding in the municipalities of Grenoble
and Fontaine and to restore the river’s
ecological continuity (fish and sedimentary).

Monitoring wetlands after work
(France)
The Arc-de-Dierrey pipeline built by the GRTgaz
company, which crosses five departments and
35 major rivers over 300 km, required extensive
work. As per legislation, monitoring of wetlands
affected by this operation was implemented
from 2016 to 2025. Artelia is working with CDC
Biodiversité to study the evolution of some forty
wetland areas, fifty waterways and several
specific sectors with regard to biodiversity (sites
for birds, shrews and marsh germander). This
assessment may lead to the proposal of additional
corrective work and compensatory measures.

Flood Protection measures (France)
The need to protect people and infrastructure from flood risks is growing as extreme weather events
rise. Artelia is accordingly working on various projects. In the municipality of Clérieux (Drôme) our teams
have conducted hydraulic modelling of the river Herbasse and resized the protective structures. They
have also worked on the implementation of innovative solutions, for example in Nice for the new Grand
Arenas district. Constructions are built on an archipelago of offshore islands surrounded by parks that
can serve as spaces for flood expansion.
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Decarbonizing our energy systems, reducing waste,
and encouraging appropriate usage are high-priority
goals and major drivers to stem the dynamics of
climate change inherent in human activities. Artelia
is resolutely committed to this path.

Energy transition

WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY

A carbon-free, hybrid
solution for the Saint
Paul river basin (Liberia)
Liberia chose to focus on renewable
energy in its development plan
for the Saint Paul River basin to
strengthen its national electricity
supply and contribute to the
interconnected CLSG (Côte d’IvoireLiberia-Sierra Leone-Guinea)
network. The hybrid project
includes the creation of a 250 MW
hydroelectric facility with storage
capacity, expansion of the Mount
Coffee facility to increase its
total capacity to 122 MW, and the
development of 90 MWp of solar
potential at several sites including a
floating solar park.
The West African Power Pool
(WAPP) retained Artelia to conduct
technical-economic feasibility
studies and environmental and
social impact studies for the
three components in this project.
The hybrid solution prioritizes
decarbonized energy, maximizes
the potential of each development,
and addresses the government’s
energy challenges. The approach
with impact studies from the
upstream phases of technical
design is another strong point
contributing to the project’s
sustainability.
Geoffrey Mathieu
Project Director
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Designing energy system transition
To help its customers make a successful energy transition, Artelia
provides a team of experts dedicated to operational consulting and
upstream studies of all energy systems.

The first positive energy
business park in Occitania
(France)

Hydrogen for noninterconnected overseas
regions (France)

Sicoval (South-East Toulouse conurbation)
is working to create the first positive energy
activity zone in the region. After carrying
out an energy assessment and selecting
the renewable energy sectors on which to
rely, Sicoval retained Artelia to support it in
setting up the project. Our specialists ensure
the elaboration of the operation’s technical,
legal and economic strategy: consolidation
of the energy balance according to different
consumption scenarios, identification of the
most relevant legal and financial measures
and definition of implementation stages.

Artelia participated in a study led by
ADEME (the French ecological transition
agency) and EDF SEI (Groupe Electricité
de France - Island Energy Systems) in
current and potential applications of
hydrogen in non-interconnected regions.
The assignment included an international
evaluation of hydrogen projects in
island regions and the study of the
most promising solutions in the context
of seven French overseas territories
(Réunion, Martinique, Guadeloupe, SaintPierre-et-Miquelon, French Guyana,
Corsica and the Ponant Islands).

Batteries to balance African
electricity networks (Burkina
Faso, Senegal)
In order to reduce electricity costs
and the carbon impact, many African
countries are now investing in renewable
energy, but as renewable sources are
neither controllable nor predictable, the
increase of their share of the energy mix
is destabilising the grid. The creation of
battery parks to store and inject energy
on demand would help to overcome
this problem. Artelia has conducted two
studies in this issue, one in Burkina Faso
on behalf of a private solar developer and
the other in Senegal for the World Bank
and AFD (French Development Agency).
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Promoting efficiency and reasonable use
Reducing the energy consumption of buildings and cities remains a major
concern on which Artelia focuses increasing attention in several countries.

Implementation of the Green
Superbonus (Italy)

Performance of public lighting and
illuminated signs in Paris (France)

In order to promote the energy transition,
the Italian government has introduced farreaching tax measures to support building
renovation. Artelia Italia was retained as
a technical partner to participate in the
management of the “Green Superbonus”
scheme. The scheme allows private owners
and tenants to benefit from a tax cut of up
to 110% of their expenditure on improving
energy and seismic performance.

Artelia assists the City of Paris authorities in
renewing its overall lighting and illuminated
signs performance contract. Our specialists have
prepared an overview of the situation and are
developing the new tender document with a focus
on the new energy optimisation objectives to be
achieved. They will ensure the tender launch
through competitive dialogue and provide legal
assistance for the procedure and for analysing bids.

Accompanying energy efficiency
policies (Vietnam)
Artelia is supporting the Vietnamese
construction ministry to implement the
EECB project, which aims to improve the
energy efficiency of high-rise commercial
and residential buildings. As a consultant,
our teams analyse various energy efficiency
policy tools such as consumption profile,
benchmarking, label implementation,
monitoring and verification procedures. A
survey of over 150 buildings was conducted
to set consumption thresholds and labels
tailored to the Vietnamese climate.

Real estate complex compliance with
the ‘service industry decree’ (France)
In France, the “service industry decree” dated
23 July 2019 imposes a reduction in energy
consumption on service and office buildings
(40% by 2030, 60% by 2050). In order to comply
with this regulation, Crédit Mutuel Arkéa
retained Nexity-Artelia-Deepki to conduct an
audit and deploy an energy master plan in 31
office buildings (250,000 sq.m.) spread across
the country. Energy efficiency actions will be
implemented for each asset, accompanied
by consumption modelling and monitoring.
Artelia is in charge of the energy audits and
will also project manage the works required
to achieve the intended performance.
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Launch of a new wave of
photovoltaic projects (Vietnam)
In recent years Vietnam has been heavily
using solar power to increase electricity
generation. Artelia Vietnam is an historic
player in this movement and is actively
involved in new solar farm projects initiated
in the country during 2020. Our subsidiary
has also set up a team dedicated to rooftop
solar installations that account for about
half of Vietnam’s photovoltaic production.
With its innovative multi-site management
approach, Artelia Vietnam assists developers
with the engineering part of their project.

Deployment of offshore wind
power (France)

Focussing on renewable energy
As a world leader in hydroelectricity, Artelia is continuing to enhance its
expertise in other renewable energy sources (solar, wind, biomass, etc.)
which are becoming increasingly important in the global energy mix.

Creation of one of Africa’s most
powerful hydroelectric plants
(Tanzania)
Artelia is the consulting engineer with the
Arab Contractors/El Sewedy Electric (AC-EE)
Egyptian group of companies for the Julius
Nyerere hydroelectric project on the Rufiji
River in Tanzania. With a 2,115-MW plant and
a 30-billion-cubic-metre water reservoir, it
will become the third largest hydroelectric
facility in Africa.
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Inauguration of the giant power
plant of Capella Solar (El Salvador)
Neoen, a major French developer of renewable
energy, retained Artelia assistant to the owner
and as the mission owner’s engineer during
the construction phase for its Salvadorian
Capella Solar plant. Following a phase of
extensive work, this 100 MWac facility was
inaugurated in early December 2020. Thanks
to its system of mobile panels that follow the
course of the sun, production is 20% higher
than that of a conventional power plant.

Since 2013 Artelia has been supporting RTE
(French electricity transmission system
operator) in most of its offshore wind farm
connection projects. Our teams have worked
on the problems of installing submarine
cables and in particular on attachment
studies (coastal zone of transition between
submarine cables and underground cables).
In 2020 our teams worked on test parks of
floating wind turbines in Groix, Gruissan and
Leucate (assistance to the owner) and on
the attachment area at the for Fécamp park
(expertise, studies and works monitoring.

Creation of a park of 12 wind
turbines in Burgundy (France)
Artelia is continuing its lead contracting activity
for developers of land-based wind farms. In
Burgundy on behalf of Opale Énergie Naturelles
our teams took over as lead contractor to build
two new parks of six wind turbines with a unit
power of 3.9 MW. They will provide turnkey
services for civil engineering, roads and
networks, electricity and automation to deliver
a site ready for assembly and commissioning
of machines to the customer. Work is
scheduled to begin in the first half of 2021.

© DIRE l’entreprise

Construction of a methanisation
unit (France)
As part of its future regional climate air and
energy plan, the Flanders Lys conurbation
decided to create an injection methanisation
facility. The conurbation retained Artelia to
help complete the project which will enable
it to enhance production of renewable energy
while at the same time recycling organic
waste in the region. After carrying out the
feasibility study for the operation (identification
of deposits, the location area, technical and
economic sizing), our teams will be tasked
with developing the program and assisting
the customer up to operation monitoring.
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Access to electricity for all
When it comes to access to energy, there are still major disparities
around the world. In order to reduce these disparities, Artelia
contributes to many projects aimed at improving electricity
production, transmission and distribution.

Two new master plans for electricity
(Burkina Faso, Mali)
Electricity shortages are still a major obstacle to economic growth
and people’s well-being in several African countries. Artelia assists
some of these countries in developing their master electricity plan.
Following work in Côte d’Ivoire, our Group was retained in 2020 by
Burkina Faso and Mali. The Ministry of Energy of Burkina Faso has
entrusted our teams with the study of all the national electrical
infrastructures (production, transport, distribution, including
rural electrification), including those of unconnected areas and
territories yet to be electrified. The aim is to build a strategy for
2020 to 2040 that fully meets the country’s needs and ambitions.

Rural electrification and smart grid (Cambodia)
Cambodia’s buoyant economic growth means its electricity
needs are growing by 15-30% per year. Many projects have
been launched to meet this demand including an ambitious
rural electrification program. The AFD (French Development
Agency) retained Artelia to study a 500 kV transmission
line project between East Phnom Penh and Suong (90 km)
and all transformer stations and distribution lines required
to electrify the surrounding villages. Our teams must also
assess the project’s environmental and social impact and
propose a roadmap for the development of a smart grid (an
automated distribution network combined with renewable
energy production) in major provincial cities in Cambodia.
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Contributing to the energy change in
mobility
As one of the major energy consumers and greenhouse gas emitters, the
transport sector has initiated a major transformation to which Artelia
contributes through multiple urban mobility projects and the modernisation
of fuel distribution systems.

More accessible LNG and hydrogen fuels
(Germany)
In Germany Artelia is continuing to work with Shell
to expand the distribution of fuels that provide an
alternative to oil. The Group’s German subsidiary is thus
piloting the design and implementation of a network of
30 liquefied natural gas (LNG) distribution sites and a
mobile hydrogen charging facility for heavy vehicles.

Key electrical charging infrastructure (France)
Artelia was retained by Total Marketing France to act as
project manager for the deployment of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure (EVRI). In accordance with the facilities
designed by Total engineers, our teams provided technical
studies and estimated costs of completion. As soon as the
choice of sites for implementation has been made, they will
take over the monitoring of the work.

Modernisation of transport networks
(Cameroon)

AdBlue dispensers to reduce GHG
emissions (Czech Republic)

In Cameroon Sonatrel (National Electricity Transport
Corporation) is conducting an extensive program to upgrade
electricity transmission networks in order to improve capacity,
efficiency and reliability. Sonatrel retained Artelia as the
representative of a consortium of local companies to ensure
comprehensive engineering for the modernisation of the
network in three regions in the northern part of the country.

Artelia assisted an oil group in implementing AdBlue storage
and distribution facilities in a dozen service stations in
its network in the Czech Republic. An additive to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, AdBlue removes a large part
of the nitrogen oxides from the combustion of diesel fuel.

Modernising fuel
distribution networks
(global)
Our global partnership with
Shell has made remarkable
progress. In Mexico Shell has
entrusted Artelia with its entire
engineering procurement and
construction management
(EPCM) program. This is a very
demonstration of recognition
for the project management
work done by our local team
since January 2019 and for
our exemplary approach to
health, safety, security and
environment. In the UK Artelia
UK has also received the
SECBE Constructing Excellence
Award 2020 for the quality
of its collaborative work with
Shell. The award recognizes
the very strong commitment
by our teams in completing a
multi-site program covering
nearly 600 projects for
which several innovations
have been implemented.
The jury described Artelia’s
work as “game-changing.”
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First school project to
receive the Nordic Swan
Ecolabel (Denmark)
The Nordic Swan Ecolabel, similar
to the EU Ecolabel, is widely
recognised by consumers who seek
sustainable, environmentally friendly
and healthy products. When applied
to construction projects, the label
sets very high standards for the
‘indoor climate’ in terms of thermal
comfort, natural lighting and the
use of materials that contain no
hazardous chemicals. It also involves
implementing sustainable and
environmentally friendly solutions.

© Sora Images
Henning Larsen Architects, ETN Arkitekter and Skala Arkitekter

Sustainable use
						of resources
Over-exploitation of resources raises many questions about the
sustainability of our modes of operation and is prompting us
to adopt circular economics approaches. Already implemented
in water, this approach is being increasingly extended to
construction, encouraging actors to analyse the life cycle and
carbon footprint of their buildings and structures.
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The Client, Guldborgsund Municipality,
set up ambitious goals for the level
of sustainability and environmental
impact of their new school project.
A challenge that MOE took on as
consulting engineers by suggesting
the Nordic Swan Ecolabel together
with a team that includes Henning
Larsen Architects, Skala Architects,
BO-HUS, ETN Architects and
Autens. Given that students spend
approximately 11,000 hours at
school during the first ten years of
their primary education, the vision
is to provide the school’s 580 pupils
and 100 employees with the highest
performing interior environment
possible.
Jackie T. Hansen
Project Manager

WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY
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Promoting the circular economy
and reducing the carbon
footprint of construction
Careful considerations of the life cycle of buildings, their future-proofing,
deconstruction, carbon footprint, search for biosourced materials,
implementation of re-employment pathways… the world of construction is
undergoing an evolution in which Artelia is actively involved.

From demolition to material
reuse (France)
After several months of preparation, the
Pentagon Plaza Tower, formerly Bouygues
Construction’s headquarters in Clamart,
was demolished using explosives to make
way for the future Grand Canal-Plaine Sud
district. Artelia was the general contractor
for the operation. After a preliminary phase
focusing on cleaning, asbestos removal
and removal of the façade, preparations for
demolition could begin (technical studies,
tendering, coordination of stakeholders and
direction of work). The project continued
with the crushing of concrete for reuse on
site at the bottom of the excavation.

Bringing wood back to the
forefront (France)

© Anne Carcelen Architecte Urbaniste
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As a business campus built on the site of
an old warehouse, Parc Pont de Flandre
in Paris is home to several high-quality
office buildings in a setting maximised
with greenery and ponds. Artelia and
its subsidiary RFR participated in the
construction of one of the office buildings
in the complex named 007, representing
use of wood as a material in modern
construction. The 8,658 sq.m. building
constructed mainly with a wooden structure
except for the ground floor and cores in
concrete. Designed by RFR, the façade
is also made of wooden curtain walls,
complemented by glass and zinc panels.
Artelia coordinated and implemented the
technical studies and served as project
manager for project implementation.

Origine, an office
complex with exemplary
environmental services
(France)
Located in the extended area of
the Paris La Défense business
district, Origine consists of two
office buildings of seven and eight
floors (69,000 sq.m.) which stand
out for their combined woodconcrete architecture, extensive
landscaped areas and a deliberate
eco-responsible approach. Using
geothermal energy, the urban heat
grid and photovoltaic panels, this
construction also focuses on natural
light while integrating green roofs
and a rainwater recovery system.
This attention has earned seven
certifications and labels at very
high levels: HQE Excellent, LEED
Gold, BREEAM Excellent, WELL
Core & Shell Silver, E+C- to E2C2,
BiodiverCity and WiredScore
Platinum. As the representative
of the construction contractor
consortium, Artelia led for Icade
the completion of this remarkable
operation, which epitomizes
contemporary efforts in the field
of sustainable construction.

Reducing the carbon footprint of
an engineering structure with 3D
printing (France)

Visualizing CO2 emissions
throughout construction
(Denmark)

In preparation for the 2024 Olympic Games, Plaine
Commune Grand Paris contracted with a consortium led
by Freyssinet, and in which our subsidiary Quadric is a
member, to design and produce a 40-metre footbridge
in Aubervilliers, the deck of which will be made entirely
of structural 3D printed concrete – a world first!
The project, which combines high-level technological
know-how, opens the way for the production of complex
architectural and structural components in concrete
and the development of tailor-made solutions with
controlled costs and deadlines. The estimated material
savings due to preload and 3D printing amounts to
60%, greatly reducing the project’s carbon footprint.

The Technical University of Denmark is building
a new research facility called Climate Challenge
Laboratory, which MOE, our Danish subsidiary, is
designing in partnership with MT Højgaard and
Christensen & Co Architects. The new research
facility aims to strengthen interdisciplinary
research in the field of sustainable technology.
The project focuses on sustainability and MOE
has developed a brand new visualisation tool
through which it is possible to measure the
CO2-emissions in the digital building model. The
tool allows the CO2-emissions to be visualised
from the very first stages to the finished project.
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Sustainable water
resource management
Global warming tends to exacerbate tensions over this vital resource
for humanity. Thanks to expertise in this field stretching back a hundred
years, Artelia is involved in the entire water cycle, from capture to
treatment and return to the natural environment.

Extending the drinking water supply in
Mombasa (Kenya)

Renovation of seven pumping
stations in Algiers (Algeria)

Mombasa, Kenya’s second largest city, suffers from a
deteriorating drinking water situation. With nearly a
million inhabitants and almost as many tourists each year,
the city’s needs amount to 150,000 cu.m. per day, three
times as much as its current production. A new extension
project, financed by the AFD French Development Agency
was therefore launched to fill the gap. An operation to
which Artelia brings its know-how during the studies
and the supervision of construction works for a water
treatment plant and associated transfer lines.

Artelia completed its study and tender
consultation assignment for the
modernisation of seven major pumping
stations for drinking water supply in the
wilaya of Algiers. Initiated by SEAAL (Société
des eaux et de l’assainissement d’Alger
- Algiers Water and Sanitation Society),
the project must ensure a sustainable
water supply for the conurbation and
meet constant increase in demand.

Improving the Dammam and Qatif water system (Saudi Arabia)
As part of the water quality improvement program in the eastern region of the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, the National Water Company (NWC) has launched a program for the cities of Dammam
and Qatif, which entails installing nearly 260 km of strategic pipelines and constructing ten
pumping stations and water reservoirs. Artelia provides hydraulic modelling of floods and
their impact on the network, as well as the design of conduits and pumping stations
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Institutional assistance to the
W4GR program (Rwanda)
The W4GR joint initiative between Rwanda
and the Netherlands (Water for growth
Rwanda) is a program intended to improve
management of the country’s water
resources. Pressure from population
growth, urbanisation and climate change
has revealed the limitations of the current
organisation and the value of applying
integrated water resources management
(IWRM) methods. Accordingly, the
Euroconsult Mott MacDonald consortium,
to which our SHER subsidiary contributes,
has assisted the Rwandan Ministry
of Environment in strengthening its
institutional and policy frameworks
for water resource management.

Creating a water treatment plant
on the Ba Lai River (Vietnam)
Our Vietnamese subsidiary was chosen
by InfraCo to provide comprehensive
engineering and management for a
waste water treatment plant project in
the Ba Tri district of Ben Tre province
(South Vietnam). Intended to serve 17
municipalities (approximately 80,000
inhabitants) in its first section, the
infrastructure includes the station itself
and a network of 82 km of pipelines.

Technical assistance for water
and sanitation in Khashuri
(Georgia)
AFD retained Artelia to provide full
technical support to the United Water
Supply Company of Georgia for the
water and sanitation project in Khashuri,
Georgia (40,000 inhabitants).
This includes renovating and extending
the drinking water distribution and waste
water collection networks, as well as
the construction of a 40,000 inhabitantequivalent waste water treatment plant.

Mapping water quality in the
Arachidier basin (Senegal)
In Senegal, as in several other African
countries, the strain on water resources
is increasing as a result of a significant
decrease in rainfall and demographic
and economic development. The search
for sustainable and rational water
management solutions is therefore a
major objective which prompted a new
study of the Arachidier basin. Conducted
by Artelia for the Ministry of Water and
Sanitation, the study strives to develop
knowledge on the quality of water
resources and strategies for monitoring
and preventing pollution risks.
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The need to manufacture better prompts continually rising
demands in industry. This means growing production
automation in modern factories, reduced energy and
resource consumption, and the aim to control the
environmental impact of production. This movement
generates a very large number of engineering needs to
which Artelia works to respond with diligence and efficiency.

Advanced industrial facilities

WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY

Turnkey acetylene
black unit for Orion
Engineered Carbon
(France)
Acetylene black is used for
pigmenting materials, especially
plastics, but also in battery
manufacturing due to its good
electrical conductivity and is
therefore in high demand by
industry.
Orion Engineered Carbon,
one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of carbon black,
therefore decided to double the
production capacity of its Berrel’Etang site and retained Artelia
to construct a new acetylene
black pelletisation unit. Our teams
provided the turnkey installation,
managing all the study and
works phases applying the
manufacturing process provided
by the customer and integrating
its usual equipment suppliers.
Olivier Garone
Head of Construction
and Turnkey Department
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Creating a large wind turbine
plant in Le Havre (France)
As the main supplier of the French
offshore wind program, Siemens
Gamesa is building a blade and nacelle
manufacturing plant on a 36-hectare
site in Le Havre which also includes a
port logistics base. Artelia is providing
various contractor services (design,
work monitoring, planning and
coordination) for this major operation
for the development of renewable
energies in France.

© ENIA

Assistance in designing
technical facilities for the
CEA-DAM (France)

Optimising production infrastructure
Manufacturers are continually modifying and modernising their production
facilities. Artelia assists them both in buildings and manufacturing processes.
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Designing a new production unit
for Oril Industrie (France)

Reconstructing unit D11 at the Total
Normandy platform (France)

Oril Industrie, a Servier Group subsidiary
specializing in fine pharmaceuticals,
commissioned Artelia to study the
construction of a production unit at
its Baclair site. The project entails
designing and setting up an unit that
will operate completely independently
with a biomethanisation unit, purification
station and ancillary buildings
(maintenance premises, air compressor
room, solvent storage facility).

Artelia was asked to set up a reconstruction
team after the fire in the atmospheric
distillation facility at the Total Normandy
platform. In conjunction with the customer’s
project team, our specialists strove to
produce a comprehensive inventory so as
to be able to launch the engineering study
based on the original plans. The objective
is to rebuild as close as possible to the
original, while managing an unusual volume
of equipment and a challenging schedule.
Artelia will also assist the customer in the
construction phase for re-commissioning
scheduled for the summer of 2021.

Restructuring production
lines for Syngenta Monthey
(Switzerland)
The “Mandi CBD Split” project entails
separating two production lines sharing
certain equipment within a building at
the Monthey chemical site. The aim is
to make them completely independent.
One of the two lines retains all the
existing equipment and will have its
production capacity increased by
about 50%, with its performance level
to be maintained without fail.
The other is recreated from new and
recycled equipment. Artelia is helping
Syngenta to find the best technical solutions
and is supporting it in the construction of
the new facilities until they enter service.

The Meliad consortium, to which Artelia
belongs, was retained by the Military
Applications division at the CEA to study
the design of new constructions and
renovation projects across all its sites
in France. The framework agreement
covers a wide variety of industrial
and research facilities: warehouses,
manufacturing and maintenance units,
laboratories and so-called “hardened”
buildings that can withstand external
meteorological and human attacks.

Design and construction of a
workshop for the ITER project
(France)
Our teams managed to produce
a turnkey assembly and welding
workshop for the ITER (International
Nuclear Fusion Experimental Reactor)
project in a short six-month deadline.
The first coils of toroidal field
(superconducting 360-tonne magnets)
were thus received as scheduled in the
new building at the Cadarache study
centre in Saint-Paul-Lez-Durance.
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A European R&D and testing
centre for Kubota (France)
A Japanese manufacturer of agricultural and
construction machinery, Kubota retained Artelia
to build a centre for R&D and test tracks for
tractors in Crépy-en-Valois, in the Oise region.
Working with the customer’s Japanese team, our
specialists drew up the technical and functional
program, assisted in the selection of the developer
and monitored studies and construction.

Creating a data centre for
CM-CIC (France)

© Arte Charpentier Architectes - Perspective YAMSTUDIO

Creating high-tech
equipment and facilities

French banking group CM-CIC (Crédit MutuelCrédit Industriel et Commercial), through
its Euro-Information technology subsidiary,
decided to build a complementary IT and
hosting building with a total area of 9,300
sq.m. In addition to machine rooms, the
building must accommodate offices, meeting
areas and various technical and service
premises. The data centre will be built in
accordance with the TIER IV certification rules
published by the Uptime Institute to optimise
the efficiency and reliability of this type of
installation. Artelia is serving as the project
manager for project studies and construction.

Engineering for a
water/oil separator for
Kaombo (Angola)
Operated by Total, Kaombo is a
deep offshore oil development
that can exploit six fields
covering an area of 800 sq.km.
It is based on a complex
system consisting of two
floating offshore production
and storage barges (FPSO)
connected to wells by 300
km of underwater pipelines.
Alongside Friedlander, Artelia
intervened on the replacement
of the North Barge’s oil-water
separation unit, carrying out the
detailed engineering for this
equipment (Produced Water
Buffer Drum) which was to be
designed for installation at sea.

Artelia fields teams specialising in creating laboratories, turnkey
tools and data centres to address the major challenges of research,
innovation, automation and big data.
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Supplying tools for the Toyota plant
in Valenciennes (France)

Constructing the Danone IN’CUBE
research and innovation centre (France)

Car manufacturer Toyota has integrated
Artelia in its consultations on the equipment
of the new Yaris production lines. Our Group
was selected to produce handling and supply
trolleys for production lines. After validation of
a test, our teams must provide a series of five
very manoeuvrable small dollies that can move
up to 6 kg of parts. Two other trolleys with a
power rack will be made to transport three
different types of batteries on the assembly
line, with a pneumatic system releasing parts
at the request of operators.

Danone Research wishes to establish its R&D
services in a new centre (approx. 21,500 sq.m.)
located in Gif-sur-Yvette in the Paris region.
Designed by Arte Charpentier Architects, the
building consisting primarily of offices and
laboratories is designed to accommodate
more than 600 people and is exemplary in lowcarbon construction such as the use of wood for
certain structural elements and the inclusion of
photovoltaic panels. Danone Research retained
Artelia (management) and Arte (studies) jointly as
project management contractors for the operation.
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Meeting the multiple needs of industry
Artelia assistance covers a wide range of needs, including environmental
studies, site development and renovation, facility protection and logistics.

Renovation of brownfield sites
owned by Brownfields (France)
Artelia was commissioned by Brownfields,
a company specialized in restoring
brown fields, to carry out management
plans for three former industrial sites in
Blois, Parthenay and Douai. Containing
decommissioned gas plants, the sites
are intended for conversion to residential
areas by 2024. The environmental studies
carried out by our teams are part of a
procedure known as “third party applicant”
that allows a third party to replace the
previous industrial operator in order to
renovate the facility for repurposing.

Decommissioning the Port-laNouvelle oil depot (France)

Site layout by the Fehmarnbelt
tunnel factory (Denmark)

© Femern A/S
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The 18-km-long Fehmarnbelt submerged
tunnel connecting Denmark and Germany
is made from hollow, ground-cast concrete
components, the construction of which requires
a purpose-made factory. As consultant to
Femern Link Contractors (FLC), the project’s
pilot company, our MOE subsidiary is
responsible for the infrastructure design of
the site surrounding the factory. The operation
involves extensive site drainage work that
requires numerous pipelines, pumping stations
and basins. The project also includes 25 km
roads in connection to the approximately
150,000 m2 largely paved area.

Built in 1938, the Port-la-Nouvelle oil
depot ceased operations in 2012. Its
facilities were then made safe (cleaning
and degassing of chambers, pipes
and ancillary equipment). Seven years
later, Dyneff chose Artelia to manage
the complete dismantling of the depot
that covers nearly 10 ha. Our teams
assisted the contractor in preparing
and optimising work as well as with
administrative procedures. They then
carried out the preliminary studies,
prepared the tender consultation file,
analysed bids and directed work. This
large-scale operation included cleaning,
asbestos removal and deconstruction
of the facilities, as well as crushing
concrete, recycling scrap metal and
cables, waste management and site
restoration work, which took place in
February 2020.
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Massive reduction in travel due to population lockdowns, the
surge in soft mobility, questions about the future of homeworking and commuting... 2020 went off the charts for
transport in many countries. The situation does question the
need to work on intermodality, decarbonising, reliability and
transport safety, all of which continue to inspire Artelia action.

Multimodal mobility

A new chapter in the
Grand Paris Express
driverless metro
In 2020, after assisting Société du Grand
Paris in all phases of design, company
selection and launch of civil engineering
works, the Artemis group, of which
Artelia is a representative, had the great
satisfaction of working on the subject of
stations and rolling stock, in particular
assigning a preliminary contract for station
development. The latest stage enabled the
future face of the Grand Paris Express to be
revealed to the public.
Despite a period of work suspension owing
to the pandemic, work continued at a steady
pace. There was multiple symbolic events
in 2020 such as the laying of the first rails
of the new metro and the baptism of the
very first tunnelling machine for line 17.
Excavation work has reached its peak. At
the same time, Artelia continued its project
management assignment on line 18 by
leading the start of civil engineering work.
Pierre Carlotti
Assignment director
Grand Paris Express

Structural study of the
enclosures for three
stations on line 18
Our RFR subsidiary conducted the design
studies for the metal structure supporting
the enclosure envelope of the stations
CEA Saint-Aubin, Orsay-GIF-sur-Yvette
and Massy-Palaiseau on line 18. Designed
by the Atelier November architects, these
overhead stations are all protected by
a complex origami-shaped envelope of
more than 70 m in length and nearly 40 m
in width, culminating at a height of about
20 m from the ground.
Our subsidiary SECOA also brought its
expertise to the construction methodology.
Jean-Marie Le Lourec
Project Director
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© Société du Grand Paris / Atelier Novembre / Benthem Crouwel Architects

Multi-modal mobility

Fine progress for tramway lines
T12 and T13 in the Paris region
(France)
As the project manager of the T12 Express,
Artelia managed the launch of the third
bridge of the tram-train system over the A6
motorway, which will connect Massy to ÉvryCourcouronnes by a 20-km line catering to 12
municipalities. Our teams are also members
of the consortium chosen by Île-de-France
Mobilités to carry out project management
for the second phase of tramway line 13.
Already committed to the first part of this
development, Artelia will participate in the
realization of the entire infrastructure and
systems of a new 7.5-km section comprising
four additional stations in the municipalities of
Saint-Germain-en-Laye, Poissy and Achères.

Better integration of cycling in
urban mobility (France)

© Kristoffer Trolle

Deploying diverse urban mobility
Relying on diversified public transport systems that are correctly
inter-connected among themselves and with active individual modes
of travel has emerged as the best way to combat urban congestion
and pollution.

A third metro line for the metropolitan area of Toulouse (France)
Tisseo (the mobility company for the Toulouse conurbation) retained Artelia to ensure complete
project management of the infrastructures, structures and equipment of the north-west section
of its third metro line, the TAE (Toulouse Aerospace Express). This section will serve the Airbus
industrial site and the Colomiers station. The project involves developing 5 km of tunnel, several
related structures (viaducts, access ramps) and three underground stations: Colomiers Gare
(COG), Airbus Colomiers (ACO) and Airbus Saint-Martin (ASM).
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Our Danish subsidiary MOE has brought its soft
mobility expertise to two French projects. On
Gare du Nord in Paris, MOE helped design the
infrastructure and access to the station in the
form of an automated parking tower that can
accommodate 1,200 bicycles. In Montpellier,
MOE (MOE Tetraplan) deployed its traffic
modelling expertise and tools to improve the
management of cycling traffic in a large project
concerning "Bus with a High Level of Service
(BHLS)" on which Artelia serves as a consultant.

Cuenca tramway fully
operational (Ecuador)
The Cuenca tramway has been fully
operational since the start of summer
2020. As the first network of its kind
in Ecuador, it features 27 stops on
a 21-km route. Artelia assisted the
project owner throughout the project
and also supervised work and assisted
in the commissioning of the line.

An ambitious low-carbon BHLS
for Reykjavik (Iceland)
In an effort to achieve carbon neutrality
by 2040, Iceland wants to reduce its CO2
emissions significantly and is developing
projects for soft mobility and public
transport. The Borgarlina program is
part of this ambition. It entails creating
a high-service level bus infrastructure
that serves the entire conurbation and
may well use hydrogen or other green
energy. Artelia is proud to accompany the
Icelandic capital as an agent of a grouping
that combines Danish engineering
firm MOE and HNIT, and the architects
Gottlieb Paludan Architects and YRKI.

Intelligent parking for the town
of Pornichet (France)
Setting an environmental example
with Tram’bus Diagonal T2 in
Nîmes Métropole (France)
The Tram’bus Diagonal T2 is an integrated
BHLS project that combines hybrid buses
running on biogas, a methanisation plant that
recycles sludge from the metropole area’s
water treatment plants and an 11.5-km road
network with landscaped edges. After receiving
the “Transport and Mobilities” gold trophy
awarded by fimbActe in 2019, the project
won the IDRRIM “Infrastructure for Mobility,
Biodiversity and Landscape” Grand Prize.
Artelia was delighted to take part in the project
management group of this operation that
offered such high environmental added value.

Pornichet is a seaside town that is
very alive to mobility issues, especially
during summer tourism peaks. As a
stakeholder in a group reflecting on the
town’s operation, Artelia is working on
the design of an innovative system of
urban mobility. Based on an intelligent
and dynamic parking infrastructure, the
system identifies real-time available
spaces and directs drivers to them.
The aim is to revitalize the heart of the
city by avoiding disruptions (pollution,
traffic jams, stress, lost time) and
by facilitating modal shift to public
transport, shared cycling and walking.
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Multi-modal mobility

Connecting cities, regions and
continents
The smooth running of our society depends on complex domestic and
international transport systems that combine road, rail and air. Our
teams contribute to making these three modes more efficient, safer and
more sustainable.

The Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur (LNPCA France) new line: making everyday travel
easier
The Provence Alpes Côte d’Azur region is just as popular as
always and is facing saturated road networks aggravated
by an insufficient railway infrastructure. The LNPCA project
aims to improve the rail network to facilitate daily travel
between and within the region’s major metropolitan areas:
Marseilles, Toulon and Nice. As one of the most important
rail programs at present, it will be implemented in four
major phases until 2050. Artelia is involved at several levels
of the program: strategic support for the national railway
operator SNCF, piloting the concerted design of operations,
development of regulatory files and technical studies.

Reconciling navigation and swimming
in the Seine in Paris (France)
Waterway transport has grown strongly in recent years.
It has become intense on the Paris section of the Seine,
with more than 500 boats per day. At the same time,
the city of Paris authorities are planning to create fresh
water bathing sites in the river. Reconciling the two uses
is a real challenge that Artelia experts have taken up
by studying the impact of the development projects on
navigation. To do so, they used real-time 3D trajectory
software and integrated an experienced navigation team.

Extension of the port of Jorf Lasfar (Morocco)
Intended for mining and conventional purposes, the port of
Jorf Lasfar is one of the leading ports in Morocco. The port is
located in an industrial region and is connected to road and
rail infrastructure, handling 40% of movements managed by
the ANP (Moroccan National Port Authority). The organisation
retained Artelia to carry out all the studies required to
complete an extension project that will allow the development
of the "mole de commerce" pier and a new oil wharf.
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Building fundamentally safe and
sustainable structures
As key components of any transport infrastructure, structures must incorporate
significant developments in construction, surveillance and safety techniques.
From design to construction, monitoring to instrumentation, Artelia specialists
cover every requirement.

Launching of the Pont des Ardoines
bridge in Vitry-sur-Seine (France)
As the project manager since 2015, Artelia
has supervised the launch the Ardoines Bridge
over a wide stretch of 14 railway tracks.
Measuring approximately 700 m overall, this
development includes a mixed steel-concrete
structure consisting of a deck 146 m in length
and approximately 30 m in width. It is intended
to create a new East-West artery from Vitry
to Alfortville and restoring a degree of unity
to the Ardoines district. It is a multi-modal
green bridge designed to accommodate roads,
pedestrians and cyclists, and a bus route that will
include a clean, on-site public transport line.

Start of work on the access
footbridge to the Pont de Nogentsur-Marne (France)
As part of the vast redevelopment project
for the Nogent-sur-Marne bridge, the new
footbridge will ensure a continuation of the
pedestrian and cycling routes between the
municipalities of Nogent-sur-Marne and
Champigny-sur-Marne. Artelia teams are in
charge of complete project management on
behalf of DIRIF (Direction des routes d’Île-deFrance), in association with Lavigne & Chéron
Architects and Signes Paysages. This year our
teams led the start of construction work.
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Grand Parc Garonne
- Île du Ramier: the
future green lung of the
Toulouse metropolis
(France)
The Grand Parc Garonne project
aims to recover the banks of the
river along 32 km, restoring the
relationship between the city and
nature by arranging several public
spaces on nearly 3 000 hectares
across seven municipalities. As part
of the program, the redevelopment of
île du Ramier is a flagship operation.
Located in the heart of Toulouse,
this highly fragmented and mined
area is saturated with disparate
facilities and is intended to become
the lung of the metropolis, a space
dedicated to nature, sport, leisure and
friendliness. This transformation will
require significant work to restore soil
and shoreline vegetation, trees and
the biodiversity of the island, while
creating new accesses, pathways and
activities. The new traffic plan will give
priority to active modes and public
transport.
© Agence Ter Paysagistes Urbanistes

More livable cities
Humanity is continuing to grow more urban around the world. Making
cities more efficient, resilient, and enjoyable to live has therefore
become an increasingly important goal year after year. Artelia can
grasp the urban ecosystem in all its complexity and diversity and
helps design more sustainable neighbourhoods and cities by offering
very concrete planning solutions.

Within a group led by AgenceTer,
Artelia ensures for Toulouse Métropole
comprehensive project management
for urban spaces and hydraulic
infrastructure in this operation which
is so representative of the new
relationship established between
the city, nature and waterways. Our
teams also conduct all environmental
and regulatory studies and operation
planning and coordination.
Pascal Maria
Director, South-West Region - France
Armelle Valentin
Director of the Toulouse Agency
France

WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY
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Better urban life

Managing large structural projects
Whether rebuilding the city on its own foundations or creating new urban
spaces, Artelia manages vast projects to which our teams bring their
transversal vision and expertise to sustainable towns and cities.

Creation of Boka place, a luxury district
in Porto Montenegro (Montenegro)

Bordeaux Euratlantique enters
the operational phase (France)

Porto Montenegro aims to become the new
Monaco on the Adriatic, an attractive destination
for wealthy visitors. The creation of the Boka
Place district, a mixed residential, hotel and
leisure development, clearly meets this ambition.
The aim is to develop a high environmental value
complex around a central square consisting of
luxury residences, a new hotel franchise (SIRO),
shops, restaurants, a cinema and a sports and
wellness centre, all nestled in landscaped outdoor
areas. Our Artelia UK subsidiary provides
project and contract management services to
the promoter, Investment Corporation of Dubai.

The EPA (public development agency) Bordeaux
Euratlantique has renewed its confidence in
Artelia. For the next seven years our teams will
provide general coordination for this vast urban
redevelopment operation, one of the largest in
France, as well as various project management
and works monitoring assignments for public
areas. The implementation of this program,
which covers 738 hectares spread over the
municipalities of Bordeaux, Bègles and Floirac, will
require managing a high density of construction
sites on confined and occupied sites, involving
a variety of actors and multiple operations.

© Bouygues UK

© Bouygues UK

Delivery of Benoît Hure business park
for Bagnolet (France)
After over three years of work, Artelia delivered
the last building in the Benoit Hure ZAC (joint
development business park). The development
was launched by the Est Ensemble regional public
organisation with the primary aim of revitalising
the centre of Bagnolet by creating an attractive
and friendly "ensemble" harmoniously combining
activities, shops and housing. The complex
comprises two plots and features social housing
and housing for first-time buyers, a student
residence and shops at the foot of a building.
Our teams served as construction managers
and managed the project’s environmental
certifications (HQE and BREEAM) for its joint
developers, Vinci Immobilier and Pitch Promotion.

Applying new technologies to the
challenges of Vietnamese cities
In Vietnam, Masteri West Heights* project (developed
by Masterise Homes**) plan has been set up. It aims
to integrate solutions based on new technologies
to improve local urban life. The solution provided
is focused on the development of an efficient,
competitive, innovative and transparent urban
ecosystem. Artelia Vietnam is a stakeholder in this
development. Our teams are in charge of project
management and supervision of the construction
of buildings of Masteri West Heights project.
(*) Masteri West Heights: High-rise Residential project at the
Plot No. F5-CH02 as a part of Tay Mo – Dai Mo New Urban
Project located at Tay Mo, Dai Mo ward, Nam Tu Liem district,
Hanoi city, Vietnam.
(**) Masterise Homes: Masterise Homes Real Estate
Development Company Limited
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Canterbury Riverside Joint
District Construction (UK)
Canterbury Riverside is a mixed-use
development centred around a new public
square overlooking the Stour River. Plans
include housing, student accommodation,
shops, a 5-screen cinema and walking areas
along the river. The project uses modern
methods of construction (MCMs), including
modular construction, to effectively handle
issues of uniformity, quality, disturbance
and deadlines. As an independent certifier,
Artelia UK manages risks, actions and
quality and compliance issues for the
customer’s steering group. Our Moroccan
subsidiary is also involved in inspecting
the modular components manufactured
for the project by Bouygues in Morocco.

Continued development of the Docks
de Saint-Ouen eco-district (France)
Located on industrial brownfields between
Paris and the Seine, the business park Docks
de Saint-Ouen features a program of nearly
800,000 sq.m. of housing, office space and
public facilities in an area stretching across
100 hectares, a quarter of the municipality’s
surface area. The district aims to become a
symbol of ecological innovation and sustainable
development through its management of
stormwater, household waste and energy. As
an operation stakeholder since 2011 along
with Sequano (a development, construction and
consulting company in the Paris region), Artelia
was selected to ensure general and inter-site
coordination and project management for public
areas in the design and construction phases.
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Over 200
specialists are
Better urban life

conducting a collective
analysis of the city and
its overhead spaces

CITY’UP

An engineering
view of the city

Living more
lightly
The world continues to urbanize facing
unprecedented demographic, economic,
human, ecological, and climate
emergencies that prompt a rethink of
how to build and revitalise towns and
cities. Artelia staff members working
very concretely on these issues on a
day-to-day basis wanted to step back by
asking some fundamental questions.

Planting an urban forest in Paris (France)
As part of its program to combat heat sinks, the City of Paris
authorities has planned the creation of urban forests on several
iconic sites and entrusted Artelia with the pre-operational
study of the Place Henri Frenay project, a square adjacent
to the Gare de Lyon. Although there are multiple benefits in
cool sinks (pollutant absorption, measures countering global
warming, landscape atmosphere and recreational uses),
implementation requires specialised engineering to ensure
harmonious coexistence between the city and plants.
Artelia mobilised a wide range of expertise (civil engineering,
hydraulics, roads and networks, climatology and urban
ecology) for the study and made use of innovative thinking
by its teams on the subject. Using urban microclimate
modelling, a bioclimatic approach led to the development
of scenarios to meet the expectations of the city of Paris.
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How can nature, resilience, new uses,
and urban well-being be introduced
into public areas that are already
scarce and assigned to mobility, service
networks and urban renovation works?
How can we streamline urban renewal
to succeed with the energy transition
over time, i.e., over 20 to 30 years?
Turning away from already welldocumented solutions, over 200 staff
members mobilized in this creative and
collaborative process have projected
their i imagination to an area that has
yet to be explored: the city’s overhead
spaces. The result is an original book,
combining heritage, concepts, solutions
and proposals that open up multiple
avenues and fields of investigation.
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Deploying high-quality
urban engineering
Be it water, waste, energy or human mobility, controlling movement is
fundamental to creating cities that are pleasant to live in. Artelia has
proven expertise in all these areas of urban engineering.

Bassin d’Austerlitz: making the
Seine clean for bathing (France)

Innovative stormwater management
in Rheims (France)

Sanitizing the Seine enough to make
swimming possible is one of the objectives
set by the city of Paris authorities before
the 2024 Olympic Games. One of the
measures to achieve this entails creating a
large storage pool to eliminate wastewater
overspills into the Seine during rainy
weather. Artelia serves as construction
manager and provides BIM management
for the construction of this 40,000-cu.m.
underground structure, the first and only
storage-restitution basin inside Paris.

In France traditional stormwater management
is about its evacuation from cities as quickly
as possible using heavy infrastructure which
often also serves to collect wastewater.
This is a costly management method which
has caused some breakdowns and has
been radically brought into question in
the Rheims "Rain Plan". In supporting the
Greater Rheims conurbation (population
300,000), Artelia has surrounded itself with
the best experts to develop an innovative
approach to integrated, shared, sustainable
and resilient stormwater management. The
initiative is the subject of a doctoral thesis
and has prompted the creation of Orus, a
tool for territorial water management.

Optimising the energy recycling
facility in Rungis (France)
The Rungis facility generates energy from
waste from the Marché d’intérêt national
(MIN) and surrounding municipalities, which
it sends to several heating networks in the
Paris region. Built in 1984 and modernised
several times since then, the infrastructure
with an authorised capacity of 150,000 tonnes
per year is continuing to be transformed.
RIVED (the local public waste management
authority) retained Artelia to draw up a
blueprint for the site’s development based on
a detailed inventory and prospective studies
of waste deposit and future energy needs.
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Modernising a Parisian urban heat
network (France)
As an involved party in the climate plan,
CPCU (Compagnie Parisienne de Chauffage
Urbain), which heats the equivalent of
500,000 Parisian homes, is working to
expand and modernise its facilities. It
retained Artelia to renovate some 30
structures in its urban heat network. Our
teams served as comprehensive project
managers for the works which included
earthmoving and civil works, electricity,
automation and instrumentation,
piping and heat insulation.

© DHA Architectes Urbanistes

Master plan for solid waste treatment
in Douala (Cameroon)
Only 40% of the 2,500 tonnes of waste produced
daily by the urban community of Douala (CUD)
are currently collected for disposal in the city’s
single landfill, which is completely saturated
and needs to close. To address this critical
situation, the CUD, with the assistance of the
AFD, commissioned a “study to produce a master
plan for solid waste treatment in Douala”. In
conjunction with its local partner, ERA Cameroon,
Artelia is contributing to this project by working
on the various management, recycling and
treatment channels, the normative and regulatory
framework, control mechanisms, the definition of
the master plan and a communication program.

A new sorting centre for
Grenoble Alpes Métropole
(France)
Growing requirements and technologies in
waste sorting led the Grenoble conurbation
to replace its aging Athanor centre with a
new infrastructure. Capable of processing
up to 50,000 tonnes per year, the new
facility will be much more suited to taking
account of current issues, particularly
regarding plastics. As part of a consortium
led by Dalkia Wastenergy, Artelia is
providing overall building design, external
works operations excluding architectural
plots, assistance with works procurement
contracts and works supervision.
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Modernising Italian
hospitals in response to
the public health crisis
(Italy)

Regeneration of
			the built environment
Construction has been undergoing a profound transformation
in recent years under the threefold pressure of climate change,
the pursuit of well-being and the integration of new digital
technologies. This fundamental trend is impacting all buildings
in all their functional diversity. Artelia is actively contributing to
the emergence of the next generation of areas for life, work, care,
leisure and culture.
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In response to the health
emergency, the Italian government
decided to invest over €1 billion
in modernising 470 hospitals
throughout the country. Artelia Italia
is contributing to the program by
working on the technical design
of 23 facilities in Rome, Lombardy
and the Puglia region. Our teams
are proud to be able to offer their
expertise on such a crucial topic
during this difficult time.
More broadly, these projects
reinforce Artelia’s renewed
commitment to the health sector
and to finding solutions to help
better manage the pandemic.
From March to June 2020, in the
middle of the first wave of Covid-19,
the Italian teams designed and
delivered to the Luigi Sacco
hospital in Milan, a virology centre
of excellence, a state-of-the-art
pavilion capable of meeting the
health needs of today’s city. This
includes ten intensive care beds for
patients with contagious and highrisk infectious diseases.
Artelia Italia
Michele Abbatemarco
Project Manager
Building and Industry
Sabrina Galante
Engineering and Design
Project Manager
Giovanni D’Ambruoso
Director of the Bari office
WHAT THE
EXPERTS SAY
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Renewing buildings

26 Carré Or, a new prestigious
address in Monte Carlo (Monaco)

Richelieu building renovation
receives SIMI award (France)
Since 2015 Artelia has been supporting the Altarea
Cogedim Group in designing and building its new
headquarters at 87 rue de Richelieu in Paris.
The aim is to transform the building constructed
in the 1980s into one that meets contemporary
requirements in environmental, energy and quality
of life at work criteria. The goal has been fully
achieved, as the new building with an energy
gain of 40% has repeatedly won excellence labels
(exceptional HQE, BREEAM excellent, WELL Silver,
BBC Effinergie Renovation) and won the 2020 SIMI
Grand Prix in the “renovated office building or
particularly innovative redevelopment” category.

A residential tower 65 metres tall offering
13,000 sq.m. overall space, 26 Carré d’Or
is a very prestigious building designed by
architect Alexandre Giraldi and developed
by Humabert & Poyet. Located in Monaco’s
prestigious Monte Carlo district, it features ten
luxury apartments including an impressive
4-level penthouse with a private rooftop pool.
Artelia assisted the project owner and also
worked on the quantity surveying, construction
management and control over technical studies.

Brand new headquarters for
Scania in Torrejon de Ardoz (Spain)
Construction and real estate management
teams at Artelia Spain built the new HQ for
Scania Hispania Holding in Torrejón de Ardoz,
a suburb of Madrid, in just twelve months. The
comprehensive complex of 27,000 sq.m features:
office space, vehicle dealership, huge exhibition
car park, repair and maintenance workshop and
technical training centre. Combining architectural
design and engineering, our teams worked on
the project from preliminary studies to handing
over the keys, optimising costs and planning
without compromising on the technological
and environmental quality of the facilities.

Paris high rise buildings:
renovation time (France)

© Viguier_Sistostudio_Orpheo

Renewing living and working spaces
Many homes, offices and shopping centres have become obsolete as
expectations and regulations regarding comfort, ergonomics and energy
performance change. Their renewal is a key issue that our teams work on daily.
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The need to upgrade the environmental and
functional performance of office towers in and
around Paris prompted the launch of major
renovation operations, particularly in the La
Défense business district. Our Group is working
on several projects to restructure and renovate
high-rise buildings: Adria, Ariane, Aurore, CB3, CNP
Montparnasse, etc. In the Aurore project, a high-rise
that remained unoccupied for several years, our
teams first participated in cleaning and asbestos
removal operations, then studied a replacement
project, before finally piloting restructuring work.
Artelia also delivered two new high-rises, the SaintGobain and Trinity Towers, and continues to manage
construction of the Duo, The Link, Hekla and Eria
Towers.
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Delivery of the Part-Dieu shopping
centre extension in Lyons (France)
After several months of studies and works,
the “La Lanterne” extension of the Part-Dieu
shopping centre opened its doors to the public.
As the project management representative
on behalf of of Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield,
Artelia led the creation of the new entry,
which provides access to 40,000 sq.m. of
additional retail space. The operation also
included the creation of 2,000 parking spaces
and the renovation of 60,000 sq.m. of existing
galleries. Transparency, greenery and openness
to the city are the project’s key concepts.

Renovation and extension of
Generali headquarters in Madrid
(Spain)
© Jake Darling Photography

A campus in the best possible
taste for the Alain Ducasse cooking
school in Meudon-la-Forêt (France)
Campus-Ducasse-Education retained Artelia to
build an atypical complex to house the cooking
school of the three-star chef Alain Ducasse.
With a total area of 5,000 sq.m., the campus
combines all the facilities necessary to impart
French cuisine know-how in one place: beginner
kitchens, bakery/pastry laboratories, auditorium,
application restaurant, offices and classrooms.
Our teams assisted the project owner and
served as construction managers in this very
technical project, remaining attentive at all times
to the customer’s expectations for finishings.
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Located in the heart of Madrid’s business
district, the Generali building now shines with a
brand new, contemporary and transparent look.
The building was erected in the 1980s and its
2,400 sq.m. were completely renovated to meet
current standards of efficiency and comfort.
The scope included creation of easy access
from the entrance hall, redeployment of the
eight floors into bright, luminous open floors,
development of a splendid roof patio and a 30%
reduction in water and electricity consumption.
Artelia Spain used all its know-how to optimize
the new facilities, control costs and manage
complications arising from the pandemic.

Multi-site optimisation for retail
(France)

Modernisation of 800 Holland & Barrett
stores (UK)
As one of the world’s leading retailers of health
and wellness products (food and beauty),
Holland & Barrett decided to modernise its
national network of retail outlets in the UK.
The new store concept addresses growing
customer enthusiasm in offering expanded
product lines and new services: wellness
consultation room, click & collect lockers.
Holland & Barrett retained Artelia to manage
the projects and costs for two test stores, an
operation that convinced the customer of our
teams’ ability to handle larger programs.

Artelia teams have continued to work on
modernising the networks of branches and
retail outlets of major retailers. For example,
our teams converted 150 Leader Price
stores to the Aldi concept. They managed
the renovation of mechanical rooms in
200 Lidl stores and modified the checkout
lines for 20 stores in the Auchan Group.
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Creating solutions for high-performance
and humane healthcare facilities

Renewing buildings

Artelia Healthcare, our international community of experts, offers solutions,
testimonials and feedback in addressing health issues in our regions today.

Reinventing health care facilities
Covid-19 has sorely tried our health systems, highlighting the many needs
of hospital facilities. Architectural, functional and technical improvement
in our hospital facilities is one of the major fields of expertise of Artelia,
which has worked in several countries, offering its assistance in
combating the pandemic.

Relocation of the infectious diseases
hub of the Croix-Rousse hospital
(France)

Opening of an extension
of Princess Alexandra Hospital
in Harlow (UK)

The department for infectious and tropical
diseases at the Croix-Rousse hospital in Lyons
is strategically important in these times of
pandemic. It commissioned a new, ultra-secure
building to ensure optimal patient care and
the continuation of research activities. Artelia
participated in the design and construction of
the complex which occupies over 4,000 sq.m.
and features 45 rooms, two of which are high
isolation (HI) and 12 equipped with pressurising
airlocks (some with resuscitation equipment).

Working in a true partnership with hospital
teams, Artelia Healthcare provided additional
capacity for the hospital with a new clinically
fitted-out same Day Emergency Care Unit. This
was successfully delivered to an ambitious four
month construction program while working in
a live hospital and incorporating the pressures
due to the coronavirus (COVID 19) pandemic.

Teaching-research component
of the future Grand Paris Nord
teaching hospital (France)

© Eiffage
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Scan me

The Grand Paris Nord teaching hospital
campus will bring together treatment,
teaching and research activities in
Saint-Ouen-sur-Seine on a site of
approximately seven hectares. The
university component of this project
involves the construction of over 70,000
sq.m. dedicated to research (laboratories,
animal facilities, technology platforms),
teaching (connected classrooms, library,
convention centre) and logistics. Artelia
assists the project owner on the technical
aspects of the academic component in
preparing the implementation of a Global
Performance Public Contract (MPGP).

Delivery of the Humanitas Istituto
clinico Catanese, Catania (Italy)
Restructuring and modernising
the Nord and La Timone
hospitals in Marseilles (France)
After assisting AP-HM (the public hospital
authority in Marseilles) with the study and
development of modernisation projects for
the Nord and La Timone hospitals, Artelia
was selected as construction manager for
these operations. The two hospitals, the
city’s largest, were built in the 1970s and are
naturally facing major issues of technical
and organisational obsolescence. The scope
identified an almost complete reconstruction
of production structures, an upgrade of the
entire fluid distribution, including medical
fluids, and an improvement of vertical links
by the addition of external elevator cavities.
The work, which will be carried out at a busy
site, will require very precise phasing, which
Artelia will manage in interface with users.

Artelia Italia has been with the Humanitas
Group, a major player in the Italian health
sector for several years. On behalf of this
client our teams completed the construction
of a 178-bed hospital in Catania, Sicily, a
region where the need for health facilities
is extensive. Specializing in oncology,
the Humanitas Istituto clinico Catanese
comprises 33,000 sq.m. of constructed
surface areas divided between three
buildings. Our Italian teams were in
charge of studies, project management
and works supervision and carried out
this complex project in a very limited
time, respecting high quality standards
and a very precise expenditure target.
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Renewing buildings

Modernising hotel and leisure
complexes
While 2020 was very difficult for the hotel sector, it did allow some
establishments to continue their renovation and restructuring
projects. Our teams gave them their full support.

Renaissance of the Carlton Intercontinental
Hotel in Cannes (France)
With the construction of two wings housing 37 new suites, the
development of a garden, the creation of a conference centre
and a spa-fitness area in the basement, the renovation of the
lobby (which is listed as a historic monument) and the 343
existing rooms and suites, the Carlton, which epitomises La
Croisette, has undertaken an extensive makeover. After ensuring
the overall coordination of studies and the quantity surveying,
Artelia will manage the construction of this extraordinary
project, which will eventually take place in a closed site.

Renovating historic establishments for Dedica
Anthology (Europe)
Artelia Italia was retained by Varde, owner of the Dedica
Anthology luxury hotels, to provide technical design, project
management and construction management services for
several of the brand’s establishments in Europe: Palazzo
Naiadi in Rome, Grand Hotel dei Dogi and Hotel Bellini in Venice,
Palazzo Gaddi in Florence, New York Palace in Budapest,
Carlo IV in Prague and Hotel Plaza in Nice. Our teams also
served as consultants in the brand transfer from Varde to
Covivio, the European leader in hotel real estate investment.

Creation of the Hotel Bvlgari in Rome (Italy)
The Bvlgari Hotels & Resorts collection will be enhanced by
a new address near Piazza Augusto Imperatore in Rome.
The establishment will be housed in a 1930s building
listed by the Office of Fine Arts, which will be completely
renovated for the occasion. The design of the 114 rooms,
public areas and spa was entrusted to the Citterio-Viel
studio. A panoramic terrace with ornamental fountain and
restaurant with a unique view of the Mausoleum of Augustus
are also in the scope. As project and construction manager,
Artelia coordinates the many actors involved in façade
restoration, office repurposing, demolition, reconstruction,
consolidation and structural strengthening of the building.
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Promoting culture, heritage and sport
Pending a much-awaited reopening of museums, theatres and sports facilities
in many countries, Artelia has continued to assist customers to help them
provide visitors with increasingly attractive and rewarding environments.

Renovating the Carnavalet
museum in Paris (France)
Housed in one of the oldest private mansions in
the Marais district, the museum focuses on the
history of Paris. Transformation works which
were begun in 2016 have been completed and
comprised of extensive restructuring concerning
functional, technical and architectural aspects
of the premises. As part of its heritage offering
and in partnership with Cartel Collections (a
museum specialist), Artelia assisted the lead
contractor throughout the operation. Our Group
provided the necessary technical expertise to
make timely choices from the various solutions
suggested by project management teams,
while controlling the deadlines for completion.

Routing of a remnant from
D-Day for the Royal Navy
National Museum (UK)
After careful restoration work in
Portsmouth, the Royal Navy National
Museum retained Artelia UK to
transfer a World War II tank landing
barge. As the last of its kind, LCT 7074
has a great heritage value. Our teams
took the utmost care, transferring
its 220 t and 59 m length by sea and
land to its final exhibition site, the
D-Day Story museum. They then
oversaw the loading of two tanks on
the barge to complete the installation.
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10 years of Artelia
100 years of experience
Artelia has its roots in a
century of engineering history,
a rich legacy that we are
proud to share in this book
that gives voice to those
who have written it and
continue to shape it on a
daily basis.

PLEASE REFER TO OUR OTHER ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS:

• The extra-financial performance report
• Artelia essentials
• Financial notes
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